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BA-BF FALCON
SX-SY TERRITORY

The purpose of this kit is to provide an alternative to replacing
the steering column on;
Ford Falcon and Territory vehicles

(made between late 2002- late2007).
-Approximately 441,923 were sold in Australia
alone.
Until present the only solutions available were;
-Fitting an expensive superseded column or
-Fitting a second hand column that will
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eventually fail.
The FRK-1 method benefits;
-Keep your original key (No key programming or
different keys)
-Cost effective and easy to install.
-The FRK-1 repair was tested to 10,000+
ignition cycles without fail or signs of wear.

The two common problems with these
vehicles are;
1. Electrical switch dislodgement from steering
housing.
- Symptom,
Nothing happens when the key is turned in
the ignition
2. The key does not return from the START
position.

This kit solves both problems!
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FRK-1 kit contains;
-Specialised parts needed to complete the repair
- 9 minute video demonstration with step by step instructions
-13 page printable PDF with in depth procedures and photo’s.
Note: Some basic workshop tools required
Battery drill, Hand tools etc.

You will need a prior understanding of how to
remove and re-fit the steering column to the vehicle
and understand and carry out the correct safety
procedures involved in airbag removal and
installation. You may also need the correct licensing
to undergo motor vehicle repair.

FRK-1 (single use kit)
SKU: frk-1su
1x UF-1 universal fastener, 1x FSR-template ,1x FSR-1, 1x 8gb
USB thumb drive with instruction manual and video, 1x slice of
KNEAD-IT, 1x m4 carbon tap, 1x 4mm drill bit, 1x 2.5mm drill bit,
1x 3mm drill bit, 1x 2.0mm drill bit 1x 2.5mm Allen key, 2x M4x4
screws, 1x M4x8 screws, 2x 5/32 ball bearings

SALES REPRESENTATIVE: Jerry D.
Phone: 0421-682-401
Email: jd_kca@hotmail.com
Website: http://www.frk1.com.au/

